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PLANET DEGREE SYMBOLISM
Sun, Sagittarius 26
Sagittarius 26: A FLAG-BEARER. A symbol of the enduring
significance which tends to overshadow the more immediate interests
or wholly selfish concerns of man, and the emphasis is on the natural
supremacy of common ideals over mere individual ambitions. Implicit in
the symbolism is the call for a high self-sacrifice, and for the
development of such new dimensions of experience as will permit the
self to realize its transcendental aspirations. Every resource of normal
life is commandeered for the greater potentiality. Keyword: NOBILITY
When positive, the degree is spiritual exaltation through some dramatic
or vital service to all, and when negative, a resort to empty show or a
demand for a false credit.
Moon, Aquarius 13
Aquarius 13: A BAROMETER. A symbol of man's great love for living
his experience in advance, and of his gift for meeting every possible
contingency by an effective estimation of his own potentials. He uses
the power of the human mind for broad generalization or abstract
insight, and balances this with the tendency of nature to operate at all
points through quite specific and measurable dependabilities. He
knows that life can always be made to reveal any pertinent details of
its fundamental ordering. Keyword: INDICATION When positive, the
degree is unusual keenness of observation and exceptional
competence in judgment, and when negative, superficial uncertainty
and a continual trimming to passing events.
Mercury, Capricorn 12
Capricorn 12: A STUDENT OF NATURE LECTURING. A symbol of the
wide ramification in experience by which man achieves his greater
opportunities, emphasized on the vicarious or intellectual side as he
participates in events and shares meanings through the mind's eye
alone. Here is direct fulfillment in consciousness. Life gains its
illimitability as the individual discovers that he can master its endless
facets through ever-expanding facilities of the reason. Keyword:
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EXPLANATION When positive, the degree is self-confidence through
the acquisition of knowledge and effective self-direction through the
practical application of all values, and when negative, psychological
smugness and unreasonable pride of intellect.
Venus, Aquarius 8
Aquarius 8: BEAUTIFULLY GOWNED WAX FIGURES. A symbol of the
ineradicable vanity of the human spirit as it gathers strength not only
from the finery it wears but from a superficial display of woman's form
and man's reputation, here emphasized through personal idealizations.
A strong psychological dynamic for individual effort comes from the
direct influence of outstanding and even notorious people, and implicit
in the static symbolism of the waxworks is a necessity to recognize and
identify the values worthy of emulation. Keyword: IMPACT When
positive, the degree is achievement through the effective
dramatization of human character on some level of everyday
understanding, and when negative, futile effort to recapture outworn
experience.
Mars, Libra 20
Libra 20: A JEWISH RABBI. A symbol of man's self-assurance as
gained by bringing a deeper understanding to his fellows. the social
nature of the inner being is stressed here by an interest in eternal
values such as is characteristic of years and masculinity, and by a
feminine receptivity of soul which has its expression in the warmer
contacts of a ministration to everyday human needs. Here is the
potential of high dedication by which an individual or a group may
become a special channel for the aspirations of all. Keyword:
HERITAGE When positive, the degree is the extraordinary insight
which comes to those who are able to stand on the shoulders of the
giants who have gone before, and when negative, an unhealthy sense
of self-superiority.
Jupiter, Capricorn 4
Capricorn 4: A PARTY ENTERING A LARGE CANOE. A symbol of
man's necessary adjustment of the practical details in his immediate
environment as a preliminary to any personal participation in
experience, and of his greater concern with these at times than with
the real ends in view. Here also is his desire for approval of his fellows
before he commits himself, and his determination to involve them in
whatever commands his own attention. The individual is sure of himself
as he acts with others. Keyword: ORDERING When positive, the
degree is exceptional capacity for bringing all proper relationships to a
point of effectiveness in any given exigency of everyday affairs, and
when negative, inability to get along with anybody.
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Saturn, Pisces 17
Pisces 17: AN EASTER PROMENADE. A symbol of that constant
expansion of self and experience which characterizes reality on its
conscious levels, emphasized here on the side of humanity's utterly
individualistic self-expression. Implicit in all the ridiculous extremes of
man's vanity and self-exhibition is a realization that each least
manifestation of his personal excellencies must be shared widely and
generously as the basic condition of their development. A human
society exists only as one person is able to dramatize himself
satisfactorily to all. Keyword: CELEBRATION When positive, the
degree is tireless self-refinement in an effective inspiration of others,
and when negative, a craving for attention.
Uranus, Taurus 6
Taurus 6: A BRIDGE BEING BUILT ACROSS A GORGE. A symbol of
the conquest of natural difficulties by conscious means, and of any
individual's essential independence of nature's accidents or
inconveniences. There are always ways in which physical limitations
may be transformed into personal or social assets, thus contributing a
dependability on the outer side to a consistency on the inner and so
giving every possibility of continuance and intelligence to human
experience. Keyword: CHANNELSHIP When positive, the degree is
the directness and the practical instinct by which personality achieves
ultimate benefit of its powers, and when negative, a love of short cuts
and every possible escape from the obligations of daily living.
Neptune, Virgo 19
Virgo 19: A SWIMMING RACE. A symbol of the utter impartiality of
existence in any larger dimension, and of the stimulus of direct
competition whenever an individual seeks to perfect or enjoy some one
of the special skills comprising his individuality. He discovers that it is
necessary to control every separate factor of his being, or else be
ruled by the divergencies which make them up apart from their function
within himself. Life superficially remains in unstable balance, and
survival is in the terms of that effectiveness or excellency which is
best able to prove itself. Keyword: ELIMINATION When positive, the
degree is man's capacity for any extreme of self-pointedness he may
find valuable in a given case, and when negative, inadequate
self-dramatization.
Pluto, Cancer 29
Cancer 29: A MUSE WEIGHING TWINS. A symbol of man's continual
if not always evident relationship with the over-reality in which he lives
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and moves and has his being, here given an emphasis on the side of
inner reconciliations. Individual existence is always manifest as
personality in the world of the senses and as reason in a realm of
eternalities, and the effective union of these complementary functions
is found in the immortal insights of a spiritual wholeness. A person
knows himself now one way and now another, and thereby realizes his
integrity of selfhood. Keyword: VALUE When positive, the degree is
an effectiveness of judgment irrespective of momentary contradictions
on every hand, and when negative, an undisciplined perfectionism.
Ascendant, Cancer 12
Cancer 12: A CHINESE WOMAN NURSING A BABY WITH A
MESSAGE. A symbol of the wide ramification in experience by which
man achieves his greater opportunities, emphasized on the wholly
personal side as he is able to include the far-flung capabilities of the
race itself in his own individual complex of talents and skills. Life gains
significance to the extent that each person embraces the totality of his
kind in his own make-up, or seeks to embody universal values in his
everyday consciousness. Keyword: MATERIALIZATION When
positive, the degree is a gift for bringing the more Godlike resources or
superior powers of self to a point of real community service, and when
negative, completely unreasonable demands for recognition.
Midheaven, Taurus 2
Taurus 2: AN ELECTRICAL STORM. A symbol of man's real power for
making an effective impact on events, dramatized at each moment of
issue and crisis by the completeness of his inward self-mobilization.
There is here a catharsis of nature, mirroring the capacity of every
individual for discharging the whole complex of strain in his affairs and
so clearing the way for a more genuine progress ahead. Implicit in the
symbolism is a terror in the loss of aplomb whenever human personality
rises to a moment of union with the universal forces. Keyword:
TRANSFORMATION When positive, the degree is a genius for
dramatizing both the values at hand and the potentials ahead, and
when negative, unreasoning timidity in all self-expression.
P_Fortune, Taurus 25
Taurus 25: A LARGE WELL-KEPT PUBLIC PARK. A symbol of the
everyday integrity of society at large, and of the community divisions of
labor through which each person gains the resources for well-being
and self-enjoyment which obviously he could never create for himself
through his own isolated efforts. There is here an emphasis on the
common experience of mankind as the setting for an individual's worth
and achievement in their more characteristic lineaments, and for his
consequent self-discovery and self-realization. Keyword:
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RECREATION When positive, the degree is a high devotion to the
practical welfare of all people collectively, and when negative, a
complete surrender of personality to mass judgments and transient
superficialities.
Chiron, Gemini 21
Gemini 21: A LABOR DEMONSTRATION. A symbol of man's
unimpeachably universal spirit, and of his realization that the lines of
property and private rights which he finds entrenched all around him
are limitations without validity except as they constitute a social
stewardship. Implicit in the reversed symbolism is the fact that right
and justice only prevail to the exact extent a conscious effort is made
to establish and maintain them. Individuals and groups will prosper as
they dramatize their own justification effectively. Keyword:
REPRESENTATION When positive, the degree is a consistent
courage in attacking major problems at any cost of minor well-being or
inconvenience, and when negative, futile ill-will and bluster.
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